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Abstract
The Horned Lark (Eremophila alpestris) even though a widespread songbird species had not been
recorded from Bhutan. The bird was observed in Jigme Khesar Strict Nature Reserve in a recent trip
to Gakiling, Haa. With this new record, the number of bird species found in Bhutan has increased to
739 species.
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The Horned Lark (Eremophila alpestris) is a
widespread species of songbird that occupies
grasslands, tundras, deserts, and other sparsely
vegetated habitats on five continents (Beason,
1995). Belonging to family Alaudidae, E. alpestris by habit is terrestrial, ground nesting and
has the capacity to camouflage to defend itself
from predators (Donald et al., 2017).
An extensively studied bird in terms of geographic difference and systematics (Behle,
1942; Johnson, 1972), physiological adaptations
(Trost, 1972), relation to wind energy (Erickson
et al., 2014), population genetics (Drovetski et
al., 2006, 2014; Mason et al., 2014; Ghorbani et
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al., 2019), and breeding biology (de Zwaan et
al., 2019), a lone bird appeared (Figure 1) in
front of the regular birding team at about 1500
hours on 16 December, 2018 on the edge of a
fallow agriculture land at Gakiling village (is
27.117914°N and 89.144196°E at an elevation
of 818 m above mean sea level) under Gakiling
Range of Jigme Khesar Strict Nature Reserve.
Earlier that day, the team tried to photograph
Lesser Racket-tailed Drongo (Dicrurus remifer)
and Red-headed Trogon (Harpectes erythrocephalus) but failed to do so because of poor,
shaky and unstable camera. However, later in
the afternoon the team improvised the camera
by using wood stick supplement as stand
(Figure 1) and ventured out on the same trail
with the hope to get photos of the two species
found in the morning. At about 1500 hours, the
team spotted a different type of bird (never
found earlier) but for the second time the camera gave way and the bird escaped into the
bushes. Frustrated over the failure to trap the
unique bird, the team returned to the camp and
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Figure 1: Improvised camera stand (A, left) and the Horned Lark (Eremophila alpestris) (B, right),
new record for Bhutan. (Photo: Gyeltshen Dorji, Forest Ranger)
checked with whatever guidebooks we had on
birds of Bhutan. The team was surprised not to
see the bird in the bush in the guide books
which prompted them to keep the search going
over the next day. Thus, they returned to the
same spot on 20 December, 2018 to find the
same species of bird foraging on the same spot
(seen earlier). The modified camera also supported the team to take photos of the bird which
was widely shared for confirmation. It was Biju, an Indian birder who first told the name of
the bird as Horned Lark with a comment
“amazing shot”, and by afternoon several bird
lovers identified it as Horned Lark. The species
was later reconfirmed by Dr. Sherub, an Ornithologist from the Ugyen Wangchuck Institute
for Conservation and Educational Research,

who noted its as a novel record for Bhutan.
According to Bird-Life International (2018)
the 18 cm long Horned Lark is a least concerned species with the declining population
trend (no assessment done in Bhutan so far)
and has extremely large range. Resident of the
high Himalayas, the males have a black and
white head pattern with black mask, horns and
band across crown and is known to breed on
stony ground and alpine pastures even occupying on fallow lands in winters (Birds of India).
Until the observation of this bird, Bhutan
had recorded 738 species of birds (Dr. Sherub
pers. comm.). With this new record, the number of bird species known to occur in Bhutan
has reached to 739 species.
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